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Propagation of light through a thin flat metallic screen containing a hole of twisted shape is sensitive

to whether the incident wave is left or right circularly polarized. The transmitted light accrues a

component with handedness opposite to the incident wave. The efficiency of polarization conversion

depends on the mutual direction of the hole’s twist and the incident light’s wave polarization

handedness and peaks at a wavelength close to the hole overall size. We also observed a strong

transmitted field concentration at the center of the chiral hole when the handedness of the chiral hole

and the wave’s polarization state are the same. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.
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Metallic films structured on the nanoscale show a range

of unusual properties, such as extraordinarily high transmis-

sion of light through metallic films perforated with round,

rectangular and C-shaped holes,
1–3

and strong linear birefrin-

gence for asymmetrical openings.
4,5

Metallic films with ar-

rays of chiral stwistedd holes, i.e., holes that are not their

mirror images over any line in the plane of the film, are of

special interest. They show polarization effects in diffraction

that are enantiomer sensitive, i.e., depend on whether the

structural elements of the array are twisted clockwise or

anticlockwise,
6

while their microscope images in polarized

light display unusual symmetries.
7

Here, we show that

propagation of light through a metallic screen containing a

hole of twisted shape is sensitive to whether the incident

wave is left sLCPd or right circularly polarized sRCPd. The

transmitted light accrues a component with handedness op-

posite to the incident wave intensity which peaks at a wave-

length close to the hole overall size. We also observed a

strong concentration of the transmitted field at the center of

the chiral hole when the handedness of the chiral hole and

the wave’s polarization state are the same.

For our study of chirality sensitive light propagation

through a chiral hole, we took a chiral opening of gamma-

dion shape as an example. The gammadion arms were bent at

45°, as shown in Fig. 1sad, to make a clockwise twisted

structure, with a positive geometrical chirality index, as cal-

culated according to the definition in Ref. 8. We define it as

a right handed gammadion. The gammadion opening in the

screen has four-fold rotational symmetry around an axis per-

pendicular to the screen and a plane of symmetry that is

parallel to the screen. We investigated a free-standing flat

gold film of thickness d=140 nm with a single gammadion

shaped slit cut into it. The width of the gammadion slit was

chosen to be w=0.6 mm, while the total length of the gam-

madion, measured from the end of one arm to the end of the

opposing arm, was L=4.1 mm fFig. 1sadg. For our analysis,

we used realistic values of the complex dielectric coefficient

of gold at different wavelengths from Ref. 9. To evaluate the

propagation of light through the metal screen with its chiral

opening, we numerically modeled the electromagnetic fields

at a distance of 160 nm from the screen on the opposite side

to a normally incident plane monochromatic electromagnetic

wave. In our analysis, we used the FEMLAB software package

that implements a true three-dimensional finite element

method for solving Maxwells equations.
10

We studied the

transmission of the chiral hole for light at wavelengths l

from 1.3 mm to 5.6 mm, thus covering wavelengths both

shorter and longer than the characteristic size of the gamma-

dion opening L=4.1 mm. All results are presented in terms

of the Stokes parameters of the incident Si
in and transmitted

Si
tr fields that are defined in a standard fashion

11,12
in a Car-

tesian coordinate frame. In this case, S0 is proportional to the

light intensity, while the combinations sS0±S3d /2 represent

the intensities of the left- and right-handed polarization com-

ponents of the field.

We found that the light transmitted through the structure

accrues a polarization component opposite to the polarization

state of the incident wave, giving rise to a circular polariza-

tion conversion effect. Thus, the transmitted field becomes

elliptically polarized, with its polarization state being a func-

tion of coordinate r in the xy plane. Figure 1 illustrates a

dramatic polarization conversion at l=4.1 mm. The ob-

served polarization conversion effect with circularly polar-

ized light is governed by chirality. It is different by its mani-

festation and nature from the well documented polarization

conversion effect for linearly polarized light that is driven by

anisotropy of the structure and may be seen in a metal grat-

ing consisting of a series of high and narrow ridges that are

oriented at 45° to the polarization angle.
13

The dependence

of the effect reported here on the handedness of a circularly

polarized wave is obvious when comparing the intensityad
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maps of transmitted light with converted polarization for il-

lumination with a RCP plane wave fFig. 1sbdg and a LCP

plane wave fFig. 1scdg. These field maps are dramatically

different. The effect of enantiomeric sensitivity is also illus-

trated by Figs. 1sdd and 1sed, which show that total transmis-

sion is sensitive to the mutual handedness of wave and gam-

madion hole.

By integrating the intensities of the two circularly polar-

ized components over the whole gammadion opening,

we calculated the overall power transmission T

=eS0
trsrdds /eS0

insrdds and the overall polarization conver-

sion efficiency K±=efS0
trsrd±S3

trsrdgds /e2S0
insrdds of the

screen with chiral hole at different wavelengths shere, ds is

an area element of the observation plane surfaced. The wave-

length dependence of the overall power transmission of the

hole fFig. 2sadg shows only a small variation with the wave-

length. Within the accuracy of our numerical method, we

found no dependence of the overall power transmission on

the incident polarization state. However, chiral effects are

very pronounced in polarization conversion, as can be seen

from Fig. 2sbd. When the handedness of the chiral hole and

the wave are opposite fsolid line on Fig. 2sbdg, the polariza-

tion conversion efficiency reaches a maximum at a wave-

length close to the characteristic size of the chiral opening,

l.L. When handedness of the chiral hole and the wave

coincide, the polarization conversion is nearly a factor of 2

less efficient and has a maximum shifted to a shorter wave-

length fdashed line on Fig. 2sbdg. The chiral sensitivity di-

minishes for incident light wavelengths l much shorter than

the characteristic size of the chiral opening L. This is dem-

onstrated by the convergence of solid and dashed lines in

Fig. 2sbd at l,1800 nm. If these numerical experiments are

repeated with a left-handed opening sa mirror image of the

structure in Fig. 1d, the polarization conversion effect be-

comes more efficient for right-handed circularly polarized

light. From here, one can make the intriguing observation

that since the perceived sense of twist of the chiral hole

FIG. 1. sColor onlined sad General arrangement of the numerical simulations. Left field maps: Intensity fS0
trsrd±S3

trsrdg / f2S0
insrdg of the polarization converted

component of transmitted radiation for sbd RCP and scd LCP incident waves. Right field maps: Intensity S0
trsrd /S0

insrd of total transmitted radiation for sdd RCP

and sed LCP incident waves. For all field maps, the incident wave propagates in the direction of the reader. The arrows illustrate the rotational direction of the

electric field vector of the incident wave in the plane of the structure.

FIG. 2. sad Wavelength dependence of the total transmission T through the

gammadion opening; sbd wavelength dependence of the total polarization

conversion efficiencies K± for incident waves with the same sdashed line,

K+d and opposite ssolid line, K−d handedness of the gammadion. Inserted

figure shows that the perceived sense of twist of a hole in a flat screen

depends on from which side of the screen it is observed. The polarization

conversion efficiency for a wave of a given handedness depends on whether

it falls on the screen from one side or another.
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depends on what side the screen is observed from, the polar-

ization conversion efficiency depends on whether the light

wave enters the screen from one side or the other ssee the

inset in Fig. 2d.

We observed another interesting and potentially useful

phenomenon which may be seen in Fig. 3. The light field

behind the screen is strongly concentrated at the center of the

gammadion when handedness of the chiral hole and the po-

larization state of the wave are the same. Here, light energy

is concentrated in a spot with a diameter much smaller than

both the wavelength and the characteristic size of the gam-

madion. In contrast, for opposite incident polarization no

concentration effect is seen and the transmitted light energy

is spread across the whole opening.

In summary, we have found polarization conversion and

nanofocusing of circularly polarized light transmitted

through a chiral hole in a metallic screen. Both depend on

the mutual sense of twist of the hole and the handedness of

the incident wave. They are pronounced for wavelengths

close to the overall size of the opening and disappears for

shorter wavelengths.
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and Physical Sciences Research Council sUKd and fruitful

discussions with A. Zayats.
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